Engaging patients through evidence-based communication strategies

Did you know?

- Ninety percent of patients can achieve blood pressure control with lifestyle changes and by taking three or fewer blood pressure medicines.¹

- Practices might have low blood pressure control rates because up to 30–50 percent of their patients do not take medications. But you can do something about this!

The chart below, from a study by Naik et al., shows what happens when clinicians adopt a more collaborative approach to decision-making when working with two types of patients²:
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**Effect of collaborative care and decision-making style of hypertension²**

- **Unengaged**
  - Left alone, patients in this group made decisions without clinician input or let the clinician make treatment decisions for them.
  - Patients in this group often simply “go along” with what their doctor tells them or assume their doctor will inform them of anything significant. Some might also want to avoid thinking about their high blood pressure.

- **Engaged**
  - Patients in this group actively sought out advice from their clinicians and took an active role in making treatment choices.
  - Patients in this group are often already engaged in their health.

Continued on next page.
The Naik study shows two things:

- Patients who are engaged in taking care of their health are, on average, 60 percent more likely to have controlled blood pressure than unengaged patients.
- When clinicians work with patients in a collaborative way, they help ensure that all patients, especially those who may benefit most, are engaged in their own care.

**Why is this important?**

- The way that clinicians communicate with patients can influence whether the patients take their medications or feel motivated to change their lifestyle, especially those who need the most help—patients who aren't always interested in managing their health.
- It’s important for clinicians to involve patients in treatment decisions.
- Non-clinical staff who use a collaborative approach can also engage patients in managing their blood pressure.

**What practices or health centers should do**

The evidence suggests that health professionals—both clinical and non-clinical staff—can use the following five basic communication skills to engage patients and still work within the time available in a typical office visit, especially if everyone on the team uses the same approach.

- Open-ended questions—ask questions that require more than a “yes” or “no” answer and that help discover what the patient thinks is important
- Reflective listening—ask for clarifications to get a better understanding of what patients say, or rephrase what patients say
- Positive reinforcement—encourage healthy ideas or behaviors that patients mention
- Ask-provide-ask—ask patients what they already know about an issue, give brief answers that fill gaps in their knowledge, and then ask for their thoughts on what you told them
- Teach-back—ask patients to tell you what they took away from the conversation and what they think the next steps should be

For more information on improving blood pressure control, contact ihobp.surveys@ama-assn.org.
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Always make sure patients know what to do should they have a blood pressure measurement that is outside the pre-determined acceptable range or if they experience any symptoms with a high or low blood pressure measurement, including seeking emergency treatment if appropriate. This guidance to the patient should be individualized by the clinician and reinforced by clinical staff at the initiation of any SMBP monitoring program.

This tool was adapted with permission of the American Medical Association and The Johns Hopkins University. All Rights Reserved. The original copyrighted content can be found at www.ama-assn.org/go/improving-bp-control.